Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL)

Relapsed / Refractory

All Relapsed and Refractory Studies: IRB #19992 MATCH – EAY131

T-Cell

- IRB #23799 ONO Pharma ONO-4685-03

Waldenstrom / Marginal zone

Follicular

- IRB #25015 Phase 1 PIT565

- IRB #23581 Phase 1b ADCT LOTIS-7

- IRB #24721 Phase 1/2a GEN3009

- IRB #24484 IIT Lonca, Gemcitabine, Dex

Diffuse Large B Cell

- IRB #20703 EA4181 BR/CR, BR/CR-A, BR-A

Mantle cell

New Diagnosis

T-Cell

Follicular

- No Trials Currently Available

- IRB # 20703 EA4181 BR/CR, BR/CR-A, BR-A

Mantle cell

Diffuse Large B Cell

- IRB #20930 AOS1701 Venetoclax + chemo - immunotherapy

- IRB #22072 ACE-LY-312 Acalabrutinib with R-CHOP

KEY

- Open to Enrollment
- In Development
- Enrollment on Hold
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https://apps.ohsu.edu/research/study-participation-opportunities-system/knight.php#result